FAQ - What If I’d like to have a telephone socket next to my sofa and not by the TV position?
how to wire
Media Flex
Digital Plumbers Media Flex cable can be
used - this contains all the wires you need
for the Room Media Socket.
We recommend you locate the Room Media
Socket (which contains the telephone point) at
the TV location. Run the cable as per the
Builders Bible - you can use our Media Flex
cable. A ‘2 into 1’ telephone splitter can be used
if you have both a set-top box and telephone, if
you can’t connect the phone to the rear of the
set-top box.
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Why do we recommend this?
Most TV these days is digital, and most digital
set-top boxes need a telephone connector,
which we have put on the same socket. We
have made a single cable that contains all the
wires you need to do this. Our suggestion is to
use a cordless telephone, with the basestation
plugged into the telephone socket at the TV
location, or on the back of the set-top box - or
you can use a cordless phone and just plug this
into a power socket elsewhere in the room.
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Use a ‘2 into 1’ telephone splitter and connect both
the phone and set-top box into it. Connect the ‘2 into
1’ telephone splitter to the Room Media Socket phone
mocule.
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Plug the telephone into the set-top box, and connect
the set-top box to the Room Media Socket phone
module.

You could use a cordless phone & plug this into a vacant
power socket elsewhere in the room, or your home.

All equipment (included leads and cable for installation) can be bought from
digitalplumbers.com - its easy.
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